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Society is changing. Are counselors changing with
it? We at ERIC/CAPS think they ore. During the lost
year we've been observing, reading, conducting
workshops, and systematically taking note of the
trends that are developing for research and practice
in the fields of counseling and personnel work.

One trend is the emphasis on the new role of the
counselor in the current society. As we enter the
decade of the Seventies, much is being written which
implores the counselor to ''get involved"tn look at,
investigate, and change education and the educa-
tional process. Counselors have been encouraged to
take a stand, to explore the relevancy of what they
have to offer, to facilitute change and to be sensitive
to the inequalities and voids in our society.

In short, the identity of counselors is changing.
In order to functior as a counselor today, ona must
feel secure as on individual. As counselars gain
new understanding of themselves, increased atten-
tion must be given to them in their roles os activists,
humanitarians, or existentialists.

What is the new role for counselors? One fre-
quently recurrent need is the education of the coun-

selor for relevancy. There is a correlative emphasis
on the behavioral approach to counseling. What
about the philosophies which underlie the theories
of counseling practice? They must parallel the
changing philosophies of society, of the clients
counselors serve. New methods and approaches are
emerging that have to do with the education of
prospective counselors.

This is a time when there is much talk about the
"counter culture.- It is apparent that research is

taking place that pays special attent.on to, not only
the counter-culture, but to the subculturesethnic
and other minority groups, which have existed in the
American culture for many years, but whose indi-
genous needs have been ignored. Now they are
labeled the "disadvantaged,- or the -culturally dif-
ferent." We are beginning to study their needs as
individuals, the effect of their background on voca-
tional and career exploration or an college admis-
sions and survival. What implications will this
research have on the practice of counselors? Are
counselors relating to these needs? Are they cogni-
zont of the research?

the counselor and the
current scene

3



There is a trend which places the counselor or
personnel worker in the position of change agent.
Much is being said about counselor effectiveness,
and new testing instruments are being developed to
assess that effectiveness. Individual counselors nre
sensing a need to evaluate their performance; they
feel challenged to develop an awareness that allows
them to empathize with counselees. There is also
a continued emphasis on accountability.

There is a great interest in assessing counselor
effectiveness in terms of operational definitions.
What is it that counselors want to do? Con they do
it? If so, how do they do it, or how will the,, do it
New ways of investigating human interaction are
being developed as well as new techniques of "help-
ing people to help people." The behavioral scientists
have been flooding the profession with articles,
books, reports, procedures, and monographs which
discuss in detail the point of view and modus
operandi. They speck of goals for cour,:eling. These
goals can be defined in operational terms so that a
success rate can be measured. There appears to be
more of this type of work needed in counseling
more hard research is needed ,n counseling practices
and their effects.

New concerns are also developing for counselors
in the area of the law. Counselors' responsibilities
to themselves, their clients, and society will require
further and more detailed analysis and synthesis
of the law for understanding by counselors. Counse
lors show a desire to be informed on civil liberties
as they affect, not only themselves, but also their
clients and administrations. Tha new role of the
counselor carries with it a position as advocate or
intermediary There are also questions to be an-
swered in the area of confidentiality of the counselor-
client relationship. In addition, new attention is

being focused on the validity of state laws for certi-
fication of counselors.

As the role of the counselor evolves, correlative
developments have new significance to the counsel-
ing profession. The use of technology is on the
increase; computers are being used for administrative
duties, and for information support of vocational
counseling. On area of current popular interest is
the use of support personnel, or paraprofessionols,
to free the counselor for the more challenging aspects
of his professional role.

In the future, better planning has to be applied
in the education of counselors and other personnel
workers. More work is needed to develop on inter-
disciplinary approach to training os well as to
proyrom development. The programmotic aspects of
trainingspecioligad training procedures and activi-
ties that have proved successful in one areaneed
to be researched, reviewed, end documented.
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Very little attention has been paid to the area of
selection of individuals for counselor training. How-
ever, as new and demanding roles are seen for the
counselor in today's society, this is a consideration
which cannot be taken lightly.

O

Counselors are bombarded in the professional
literature with categorical imperatives. They are
told they must be planning for the future as well as
solving the problems of the past. They must take
part in teams that use an interdisciplinary approach
to training and programming; they must look at
programs and techniques that have been successful
in one situation and see how these can be trans-
ferred, modified, and used in other situations. Coun-
selors are further called upon to look at their own
setting. They're told, "Do something about your
selection plocedures; support your professional or-
ganizations; be politically active."

The counselor is told to build a second ark from
materials that represent only what is good and
durableuncontaminated by the evils of present or
pastand to make that ark capable of supporting
and us,,ig modes and techniques that have not yet
evolved. He is given little more than a paddle with
which to navigate an unchartered and dangerous
river, but he is expected to know where he is going,
and to get there yesterday. This analogy, though
a bit exaggerated, is reflective of the position of the
school counselor today. Obviously no individual
counselor can respond to all the demands being
made upon his time, energy, and intellect. He can,
however, define his problem population or his goals
within the parameters of the current scene. Knowing
this, he can utilize ERIC/CAPS for information gather.
ing and synthesis.

In the process of collecting, selecting, abstracting,
indexing, and analyzing the documents for input in
the ERIC system, certain research studies, program
descriptions, review papers, and combinations of
these appear to hove implications and applications
for the counselor in the current scene. This issue of
CAPS CAPSULE will introduce and explore some of
those areas and associated selected documents which
will offer to practicing counselors and other educa-
tors viable approaches for meeting the increased
demands for innovation, accountability and action.

The following areas and documents have been
selected, not because they hove heuristic value for
researchers, or because they will entertain or assure
the busy educator that he is aware of the rotes,
current theoretical debates, but because these areas
and documents have practical value for improving
educational programs and for making counselor be
hovior congruent with the new demands.



responding
to aggression

by Marlene B. Pringle

0
NE OF THE MOST CONFRONTING critics of the estab-
lishment during the last few years has been

the student population. School boards, admin-
istrators, teachers, and counselors are chided and
sometimes blamed by parents and politicians for
the student p °tests which occur. School person-
nel, conversely, chide and blame the political
structure and parents. Some members of all these
groups applaud the student confrontations; others
find the student activity repiehensible and pomp-
O'JS in view of the students' dependent status and
lack of political experience and responsibility.

As much as people may vary on the issue of
student protest, the average American whether
establishment or new generation, whether child or
parent, whether school personnel worker or student
does not generally condone violent confronta-
tion. Many people want to change society, but few
want to make these changes by utilizing violence.
Even some students who might appear to advocate
great Vo fence are, I suspect, yelling loudly and
carrying a soft pillow rather than "speal,ing softly
and carrying a big stick." A recent journal article
by Leonard Berkowitz on hostility catharsis sug-
gests that those people involved in working with
students may still be able to choose whether they
want to respond to a carefully-aimed soft pillow
or to a carelessly-aimed big stick. In a time when
the possibility of dealing with individuzsl or with
group violence is ever present for the counselor,
Leonard Berkowitz' review paper on agn essive
behavior, "Experimental Investigations of F J st i I ity
Catharsis," has sore helpful implications for the
practicing counselor.

Berkowitz challenges the Freudian concepts of
displacement and sublimation of aggression; he
also challenges the traditional Lorenzian energy
model of aggression (man has innate aggressive
drives which require an outlet). Berkowitz states
that advocates of the catharsis doctrine "assume
that the trials and tribulations of life result in a
build-up of anger which ordinarily does not sub-
side unless the emotion can be discharged in
aggressive action or displaced, sublimated, or
transformed (p. 2)." He finds this view much too
simplistic in his examination of the research on
aggression research which indicates that the

environmental conditions under which aggression
is expressed or witnessed are likely to determine
the extent of further aggression.

Berkowitz points out that the effects of watching
aggressive actions by others is dependent upon
the conditions connected with the expressed
aggression. Witnessed aggression can increase the
probability that the viewer will act aggressively
when the aggression is presented as paying off,
as being unjustified or horrible tends to decrease
the probability of violence on the part of witnesses.
(There seems to be a clear indication here that
violence in movies and television might better be
of the bloody and repugnant "Bonnie and Clyde"
variety than the usual, clean, quick deaths.)

The infamous Chicago convention did not lead
to less aggression. Those who were sympathetic
with the police felt that student activists deserved
more of what they received; those who were
sympathetic with the students felt more hostility
toward police. I doubt that anyone watching the
screen hardhat or student felt a cathartic
release of aggressive tension.

Berkowitz summarizes what he feels are the
real reasons people enjoy watching aggression:

There is little doubt that many people find
pleasure in watching others fight. What I doubt
is that this pleasure necessarily signifies a long-
term reduction in some aggressive drive. Some-
times the pleasure stems from the ebb and flow
of excitement; the game or match is simply an
exciti ig event which is pleasant through the
build-up and decline of internal tension. Angry
people, or persons with a history of aggressive
behavior, are apparently particularly inclined to
seek out such aggressive scenes (Eron, 1963).
But again, this seems tc he due to the reinforcing
qu,.,,ty of such scenes for them rather than
being due to a discharge of aggressive energy.
(p. 5).

He suggests that the sight of someone being
hurt is generally reinforcing for angry people, but
he also indicates that this sight is likely to lead to
tension reduction only when the person being
injured is the true object of the aggressive feelings
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aroused in the witness. He suggests, however, that
this is not always the case.

We may stop or refrain from attacking our
frustrater when we learn that he has been in-
jured sufficiently, and we may feel much better
than before. Retribution has been achieved. But
this could well be only a temporary affect. Our
aggressive habit has also been reinforced, so
that, consequently, over the long run there actu-
ally is a greater likelihood that we will attack
someone in the future (p. 6).

Berkowitz seems convinced not only that dis-
placement does not work at all, but that techniques
for handling hostility depend upon previous
conditioning.

A series of experiments by Hokanson and his
students provides pertinent physioiogical evi-
dence (Hokanson & Burgess, 1962; Hokanson,
Burgess & Cohan, 1963; Hokanson & Edelman,
1966). The college students in these investiga-
tions displayed a marked increase in systolic
blood pressure after being insulated by E, and
then showed a quick reduction in systolic
pressure after they had an opportunity to give
their tormentor electric shocks. The researcher
found that there was a much slower decline in
phyisological tension (V, in systolic pressure)
when the angered S attacked someone other
than his frustrater. According to this research,
displacing hostility is no more effective than no
aggression at all in reducing physiological
tension. The Hokanson studies also demon-
strated that physical activity, in and of Itself,
does not lead to the rapid decline in systolic
pressure, even when the motor responses are the
same as those Involved in the attacks on the
frustrator. The Ss had to believe that they had
attacked, and presumably hurt, their tormentor
if the rapid decline in systolic pressure was to
occur. More recent experiments In this program
(cf. Stone & Hokanson, 1969) suggest the cause
of the decline in vascular response. Rather than
being indicative of an energy discharge, the
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physiological tension reduction stems from prior
rewarding experiences. That is, the rapid drop
in blood pressure following aggression comes
about to the extent that f te person had previ-
ously learned that injuring his frustraters is
rewarding or gratifying (p. 5, 6).

Berkowitz seems to feel that the expression of
aggression is not the panacea many would like to
believe it is. His general conclusion is that "aggres-
sion is all too likely to lead to still more
aggression.."

There are some implications for counselors in
Berkowitz's view of aggression. For example, if one
has hostile feelings toward his father, is it really
helpful for him to beat on a chair to let those
feelings out (a technique sometimes used in sensi-
tivity groups)? Beating on a chair may serve some
purpose, but I suspect that it would not necessarily
get rid of the hostile feelings for the father. Per-
haps the student must either learn to constructively
confront the father, or, if that is impossible, to
tolerate the father.

in his critique of Berkowitz, Holt suggests that
the 'constructive expression of anger" is a legiti-
mate reaction to aggressive urges.

What I miss most in his (Berkowitz's) paper is
any recognition that not expressing anger can
be maladaptive. Berkowitz is aware that some
people hold such a point of view, but his
reference to it is almost contemptuous and be-
trays his failure to make the crucially important
distinction between constructive and destructive
expression of anger.

In constructive expression of anger, the
situation Is implicitly conceived of as r non-
zero-sum game that is, as an interpersonal
transaction in which there can be more than
one winner. An important underlying assump-
tion and wish of the constructively angry per-
son is to establish, restore, or maintain a
positive relationship with the other. He acts
and speaks in such a way as to give direct and



genuine expression to his own feelings, while
maintaining enough control so that their in-
tensity is no greater than what is necessary to
convey their true quality. (Thus, it is a mistake
to believe that anger is not constructively ex-
pressed unless all the stops are pulled out.) If
I am angry at you it is essential if I am to
express it constructively that I communicate
fully and clearly how I see what happened and
how it affected me, so as to get you to see why
I feel the way I do. (p. 8, 9).

The counselor is probably much more helpful
when encouraging students to use their anger
constructively, as Holt suggests, rather than en-
couraging the student to use sublimation or dis-
placement.

The role of the counselor might be to work with
as many students and others as possible and to
help them understand the nature of aggression
and of their own rhetoric particularly as it
relates to real violence. Like the counselor, each
student should know the dynamics of aggression
and then make his own choices in the rhetoric
and methods he wishes to employ in making
social changes. American society seems to be
accepting social change, but ignoring the coral-
lary that aegression leads to more aggression."

Berkowitz would, I think, agree that aggression
must be dealt with in some way, but his reinforce-
ment model put: a great deal of responsibility on
those who are to respond. He seems to suggest
that when aggression occurs and the outcomes
are favorable for the aggressor, he will most
likely be aggressive again. This is not to say that
counselors should never sanction violence, but
it clearly indicates that one must be aware of the
possible outcomes of his approval. There is, no
doubt. such a thing as justified violence; societies,
in fact, usually attempt to define this concept in
their legal codes. (The degree to which this con-
cept is defined to provide equal justice for all
members of a society, rather than for the benefit

of special and powerful groups, may well be a
measure of the essential humanity of the society.)
The counselor, however, must he aware that unless
he clearly views the aggression as justified, his
endorsement may well encourage more of the
same behavior in similar siutations. When the
cure is worse than the disease, one should per-
haps tolerate the disease until a better cure
comes along. When the cure is not as terrible as
the disease, one should perhaps opt for the cure
even if it leaves a bad taste in one's mouth and
has unpleasant side effects.

The point I am making is that when one is
dealing with students and with societal issues,
he better know where he stands on the issue as
well as with the students. It is possible to be the
student-) advocate even if the counselor is on a
different side of the issue, but I would suggest
the counselor's behavior might be considerably
difrerent when he finds that students are ready
to utilize violence unjustified by the situation.

The quicker one can become responsive to the
rhetoric backed by pillows, the less likely it is

that the rhetoric of the pillow fighters will be
around to sanction the sticks of those who are
seeking real destruction. For it is this peer group
of pillow fighters who will prove to be much more
influential than any counselor or other non-student
in controlling the general level of aggressive be-
havior among students.

Berkowitz, Leonard. EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGA-
TIONS OF HOSTILITY CATHARSIS. Journal of
Consulting and Clinical Psr heresy, 1170, 35(1), 14.

Holt, Robert R. ON THE INTERPERSONAL AND
INTRAPERSONAL CONSEQUENCES OF EXPRESSINO
OR NOT EXPRESSING ANGER. Journal of Consu:t
ing and Clinical Psychology, 1170, 51(I), 1-12.

Schafer, Roy. .REQUIREMENTS FOR A CRITIQVit
OF THE THEORY OF CATHARSIS. Journal of Con-
sulting and Clinical Psychology, 1171, 55(1), 13-1T.
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parent
counseling

by Carol K. Jastow

AFRESH BREEZE is blowing over the offices of the
school counselor; from most indications it is a

welcome sign. Until recently, most counselors
only contacted parents when a need for discipli-
nary action existed; parent contact was a last
recort. Pupils dreaded the note sent home that
requested a conference; parents often resented
the intrusion of the counselor into "family busi-
ness,' despite their real concern for their chil-
dren. It was natural for the parents and the
students to look upon the counselor with
suspicion and distrust in this role.

A new mood, however, is being felt in the office
of the counseling staff. Schools and counselors
have adopted a preventive approach which serves
several purposes: (1) the counselor strives to
prevent distress for both pupils and parents by
working with parents before learning or discipline
problems develop; (2) the counselor can attempt
to establish a lasting, cooperative parent - school
relationship through working with parents in a
nonthreatening atmosphere; and (3) the counselor
can elevate his own image to encourage a con-
tinuing, helpful atmosphere tdy helping to create
a more positive learning atmosphere for the pupil.

There is, in counseling literature, a recognition
that the school cannot function for the good of
the student if it operates in a vacuum. Schools
indicate, through the use of such preventive
approaches that they must be aware of the pupil
as part of a fam constellation, with concerns
and attitudes which help shape him; they recog-
nize that education does not start and stop at the
classroom door; and they recognize that parents
can te of great help to both teachers and
counsi:lors in working with their children in
academic and personal achievement.

Recant attempts at parent cooperation have
been concerned with two major areas of counselor
interest behavior modification and Improved
achievement. Parents, especially mothers, ar..
being involved from the preschool level though
the high school level to upgrade academic per-
formance and social behaviors.

Night counseling with parents Is one method
being used, particularly in geographic areas
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where parents work, where mothers have younger
children to care for, or where transportation
problems exist. This is one method of counseling
which deserves more consideration from practi-
tioners. One innovative approach that involves
parents in a positive way was a series of evening
sessions with the counselor in a high school
first, on an individual basis, and later, on a group
basis for the purpose of planning programs
for their sons and daughters who were graduating.
Although evening work is an added burden to a
counselor who is already overburdened during the
daylight hours, it seems the counselor-parent
rapport created in evening sessions would justify
arrangements for other time off for the counselor.

Group counseling with underachievers and their
mothers is another area receiving considerable
attention, which has favorable implication-, for
increased use by counselors. The most successful
treatments in this area seem to occur when
adolescents and ',heir mothers received group
counseling in separate sessions: improved grades,
however, occur as often when counselors work
only with mothers. This finding wou:d suggest the
importance of working with mothers of adoles-
cents in an effort to upgrade the motivational level
of the home. Although working with mothers
alone mould save time and effort, working with
the student indicates an interest on the part of
both the parent and the counselor; working only
with the parent might create mistrust between
the student and his parent or between the student
and the counselor the opposite of the desired
result

Other attempts to encourage mothers to par
ticipate in the education of their children are
evidenced in the preschool programs, notably
Head Start One program is in a parent coopera-
tive nursery school in Kansas City, Missouri. The
mothers participated In a parent training program
that consisted cf tutorial training in a series of
lessons that were designed to teach preacademic
skills and concepts to the children. In lessons on
classroom management the mothers learned to
manage pupils and to provide good social learn-
ing experience in group situations. Mothers were
coached to praise correct child behavior and to



help the children before they made mistakes
either behavioral or academic. Mothers were also
encouraged, through play activities with the chil-
dren, to expect completion of tasks before the
children could move to another area, thereby
creating a well-ordered environment for both work
and play.

The results of this project indicate that be-
havioral deficits in poor children can be mini-
mized by providing their mothers with limited
teaching and management skills that use positive
reinforcement methods. One implication is that
where parents are linable to manage their own
lives effectively, they encourage by example the
same negative behaviors in their children, and
until the cycle is broken with outside assistance,
the pattern is likely to continue. Once parents,
particularly mothers, receive the necessary coun-
seling to help them understand their behavior
sufficiently to be of assistance to their children,
they provide an excellent source of free help to
the schools in the development of children.

Once parents have been introduced to coun-
seling. the sessions can be expanded to encourage
charge in attitudes toward education so they may
pass along more positive ,mpressions to their
children. In this way, perhaps the cycle of educa-
tional disdain held by so many of today's parents
can be broken before it becomes engrained in
their children an'' oassed on to yet another gene-
ration.

A new concord can be reached as schools and
counselors recognize the important part parents
can play in the academic development of their
children, and as parents recognize the part the
schuols are trying to play in the social develop-
ment of their ^hildren. Perhaps the future will see
more emphasis on the family rather than less as
has been predicted by anthropologists and soci-
ologists.

ED 033 751 Jester, Emile R. FOCUS ON PARENT
EDUCATION AS A MEANS OF ALTERING THE
CHILD'S ENVIRONMENT. Gainesville, Fla.' institute
for Development of Human Resources, Florida Uni-
versity, INS. MF$11.15 HC-$11.eS tI

ED HP OH THE JUNIPER GARDENS PARENT CO-
OPERATIVE NURSERY. FINAL PROGRESS REPORT
FOR 0E0 CAP GRANT C(14471 AD. Konen City,
Mo.t Juniper Gardens Children's Prefect, 1910.
mr.ta.n NC-$1.11

Parkins, John Alan. GROUP COUNSELING WITH
BRIGHT UNDERACHIEVERS AND THEIR MOTHERS.
Connecticut University, HSI. Available from Univer-
eity Microfilms, POI Keith Zoog NO., Ann Arbor,
Michigan 411011 (MFVl.01) XtROX-11.40,
Order No. 701304)

Seim, Robert M. NIGHT COUNSELING. Us Scheel
Comelier, 1171, 731-174.
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college admissions
for the

culturally distinct
by Thomas A. Butts

DURING THE F.RST HALF of 1970 the amount of re-
search reported on college admission of and

supportive servis.es for culturally different stu-
dents was second only to that of campus unrest.

Many institutions are committed to changing
the social-racial-cultural compositions of their
student bodies to include blacks, chici.nos,
American Indians and po,Ir people in numbers
which are representative of their distribution in
the total population. It has not been easy to
translate this commitment into workable pro-
grams that accomplish both the goals of increas-
ing the numbers of culturally different students
and of providing the students with a satisfying
and successful educationa. experience. This corn-
rritment has, however, brought about a reexami-
nation of almost everything a college does; thee
changes have, in turn, been beneficial to the
entire student body through an increase in the
quality of the curriculum.

This Micle is a brief review of several docu-
ments that appeared in counseling literature In

1970 containing ideas or techniques that might
be helpful to those engaged in the admission and
support of culturally different students. While an
approach used at one college may not work at
another, a sharing of experiences might help to
lower the duplication of failure that we have
observed,

Davis and Welty in "The Old System and the
New College Students" suggest that colleges and
universities are moving rapidly to accommodate
in their student bodies those with social and
cultural backgrounds distinct from the predomi-
nant population on their campuses. It is expected
that minority students, particularly blacks, can
benefit as Individuals from higher education and,
at the same time, enrich the educational experi-
ence of the entire student body. The recruitment,
selection and retention of black students, how-
ever, presents an educational challenge, since in
many cases the old system is not prepared to
serve the new student.

The cultural bias In traditional selection criteria
tests, grades, interviews has been well
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documented. Astin suggests a trend toward ran-
dom selection and an open door policy. Ella..ks
have questioned the validity of traditional admis-
sion criteria since the early 1960's. Institutions
will have to change if they wish to serve black
sludents, The lack of well defined and admin-
istered programs of supportive services has created
problems, and the compensatory approach runs
a high risk of destroying the self-image of the
participating student.

Oberlin College attempted a creative addition
to the admission process. It tried to assess the
sludent's ability to survive in an alien culture by
determining his degree of "hipness." While this
skill may not reflect itself in the quality of his
schoolwork, it might be reflected in his ability
to compete for the scarce resources within the
black community. To determine tne "hipness"
variable, black applicants were interviewed by
persons who were familiar with both the black
ctiture and the specific academic community.
Each anllicant was also screened in the tradi-
tional manner. Three grot os of students were
admitted: (1) a group that was screened under
traditional criteria and were not considered "hip";
(2; a group that met both traditional and "hip"
criteria; and (3) a group that was screened only
on the basis of "hipness." At the ead of the first
term, no significant difference was noted in the
academic performance of he three groups, sug-
gesting that "hipness" can make a difference.

The report suggests the need for further study
of this practice. However, here is no mention of
the. need to examine student satisfaction with his
experience as well as aced amic performance. The
paper further indicates the need for rigorous eval-
uation of innovative new tecnniques utilized in
programs to increase minority enrollments. The
model u :ilized at Oberlin might well be useful at
other institutions dealing with the challenge of
admitting black students 'o a culturally hostile
environment before it can be changed.
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Spuck and Stout reported on "Predicting Col-
lege Success Among Minority Youth: An Analysis
in Highly Selective Colleges." Using both cogni-
tive and personality measures, an attempt was
made to predict the success of students admitted
to Claremont College through the Program of
Special Directed Students. The 32 students gen-
erally were chicanos with academic records below
the average of the entering class.

The traditional predictions of academic success
were generally not valid in their application to
chicanos; personality variables, however, were
useful. One interesting observation was a high
religious orientation among chicanos with higher
grade point averages.

The small sample II, this report, based on one
institution may raise ouestions about the desira-
bility of generalizing to other schools. It made no
attempt to do this, however. The significant result
was that there may be different cultural and
personality variables among various minority
groups that help to predict academic success.

In a related study, Sjogren draws parallels
between the response of admissions officers to
develop special selection techniques for foreign
students, and the response to the educational
aspirations of indigenous, culturally distinct
groups In the United States. He says:

My case is this if we have been able to
increase our expertise in the admission and
placement of foreign students to the point
where we can now claim administrative and
humanistic respectability, why with a similar
set of conditions and a simliar set of tools with
which to work, can we not ?poly similar tech-
niques in the admission and placement of dis-
advantaged students? Why must we say as
many did In the 1950's about foreign students,
that "we would like more of them but the good
ones are hard to find?" Why must we constantly
deny the black student because he has a love



verbal score or inadequate finances, or he is
from an inferior school system? Incident ly,
there have been a lot of successful foreign
students from countries where the educational
systems are not at the qualitative level of some
of our inner -city ghettos or rural arias. I think
it should he quite obvious to all that if we are
willing we can develop positive action programs
that will work toward the elimination of the
educational hypocrisy with which we are now
associated (p. 23).

Mitchell describes The Black Experience in
Higher Education" and explains the Washington
University response to that experience. He
describes new approaches to orient blacks to the
academic community; he also describes an indi-
vidual approach to counseling.

The model utilized at Washington University
follows a "regular admission with necessary sup-
ports" approach rather than the "college within a
college" trend. The Educational Opportunity Pro-
gram staff serve as change agents, eliminating
blocks in existing services and programs that
interfere with the opportunity student's chances
for a successful and satisfying educational ex-
perience. In a more personal sense, students in
the program can utilize the staff as counselors or
ombudsmen. The total approach is that of build-
ing change and supports into the entire system
with long term impact objectives.

Traditional selection criteria appear to be an
increasingly unsatisfactory basis for admissions
decisions designed to relate the crude academic
success of minority students to the more tubtle
issues measured by satisfaction, survival, arrl
career performance. Many appear interested in
dexeloping new techniques to compliment those
now used. The innovative "hipness" approach to
selection utilized by Oberlin and the "change
agent" approach to supportive services at Wash-
ington University offer promise. Skills developed
in the selection and support of foreign students
clearly have implications to cross-cultural Issues

on the domestic scene. The significant variable
found among chlcanos (e.g., religious attitudes)
differs no doubt from other groups,and from a
macro point of view, suggests a highly individu-
alistic approach to the development of selection
criteria and supportive services for culturally
distinct groups on a given campus.
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role modeling
with the

disadvantaged

by Don K. Harrison

AS PRACTICING COUNSELORS working to improve the

employability of disadvantaged persons, you
may recognize these problems:

It is difficult to communicate the desired
behavior to the counseler..
The counselee does not understand the com-
plexities that are involved in the counseling
process.
It is difficult to furnish feedbacrc to the counse-
lee that he readily understands.

Role modeling and role playing are procedures
which have implications for dealing with the pre-
ceding counseling problems. These procedures
may also be partial answers to those who critcize
the inability to determine counseling outcomes.

Role playing is a procedure whereby the indi-
vidual has the opportunity to act as though he is
in the situation of another. Wnhkling and Weiner
differentiate between structured and spontaneous
role playing, indicating that the basic objectives
of structured role playing typically focus on the
development of proficiency in some areas of work
or job rated skill, while spontaneous role play-
ing has typically had as an objective human rela-
tions -- increasing understanding of self and
others. Historically, the development of spon-
taneous role playing (psychodrama) had its origin
in psychiatric settings.

This trticle will be concerned more with the
structured role playing where the specific sets
of behavior to be acted out are clearly demon-
strated; the counselee Pas the opportunity to
practice the behaviors under consideration; and
the counselee Is furnished immediate feedback-
reward or nonreinforcement in response to the
behavior displayed. A model has been used In
role playing with disadvantaged job trainees.

Role modeling is a procedure in which the
counselor or some other "high status" person
models or demonstrates the behavh.r that is to be
instated. The model also explains the conditions
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or situations in which the beha,..or is to occur.
The behavior that is being modeled is performed
at levels of acceptance that the client should
seek to achieve.

Achieving harmony within the environment may
be viewed as a continued life process, requiring
an individual to adopt initially to home and subse-
quently to a variety of subcultures including
school and the industrial-business setting. The
goal of role playing is the acquisition of a reper-
toire of adaptive behaviors for functional use in
varying environments and situations. Counselors
concerned with employability development of the
disadvantaged poor who may have had limited con-
tact outside of their immediate surroundings, who
are unsophisticated in social interaction, and who
lack knowledge of the necessary behaviors for the
job interviews may find the following described
approaches useful.

Rote Modeling and Role Playing

Gordon and his associates developed a manual
for practitioners, vocational workers, and
counselors that furnishes principles, practical
applications, and literature support presented
simultaneously in the format. The manual was
developed with the assistance of the Labor
Department and six agencies involved in poverty
programs.

This manual is divided into six major sections

I. Introduction. (a) Definition of Terms, and
(b) Behavior to be Modeled.

II. Drawing Attention to the Model's Per-
formance. (a) Making a Contract with the
Client, (b) Planning for the Use of Models,
(c) Specifying Cues, (di Consistent Mod-
els, and (e) Practicing Behaviors.

Ill. Role Playing. (a) Uses of Pole Playing,
(b) Timing of Role Playing, (c) Sequencing
the Role Playing, (d) Starting the Role
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Playing, (e) individual Role Playing, and
(f) Special Rote Playing Situations.

V. Reward. (a) What Rewards Are, (b) Defi-
nition ot Terms, (c) Rewards from Model
to Client, (d) Reward from Others to
Clients, (e) Feedback from Clients to
Models, (f) The Importance of Rewarding
the Model, (g) Clients Expectations of
Being Rewarded Like a Model, (h) Self
Rewards, (i) Direct Rewards to Clients,
(j) The Timing of Rewards, (k) Frequency
of Rewards, and (1) Use of Rewards in the
Contract.

V. Characteristics of Good Models. (a) The
Expert as Model, (b) The Controller of
F:ewards as Model, (c) Prestige as a Basis
for Being a Model, (d) The Role of Simi-
larities, and (e) Bases of Similarity.

VI. Putting the Manual to Work.

The following is an example from the manual
to illustrate the layout, where principle, practical
applicaticn, and theoretical support are simul-
taneously presented,

0

III. ROLE PLAYING fenartir
A. Ulm of Role Playing feciardt

FRORLEM-SOLVING:

To review a problem and practice different ways of handing It.
AOC paricipants frequently reported failure at handthg a

lob interview effectively. Workshop leaden found that It was
very productive to have the man reenact the interview and then
force the man to do something differently by g:ving direct orders
to him, somewhat like a stage director, e.g., "You're not looking
at the 'employer.' Make eye contact with film and hold it!" cr
"You shuffled into the room. Walk In," and no forth.

More Informally, counselor might go over an unsuccessful
interview with client by asking the client to tell him lust what
the Interviewer had asked and how the client had answered.
From time to time in the recounting, the counselor might explain
whit the interviewer might have had In mind when he asked a
certain cumtion (e.g., "He was probably trying to find out if
you are a steads warier") In order to help the client give better
antw,rs -11 anemone aikt you that 4r,utott again., why
don't you tell him that you were never aL.ent from the training
program at the Skiffs Center?"), If the counselor then say',
"Let's mate believe I'm the Invioyer and I've Just asked you
that same question, what would you answer?* and the client
tells him. then is a kind of miniature role playing as a way of
getting practice at different way of handling a situation.

Moreno 09921. Chester and Fox (1964, and ConinI (1966) all speak of being cbto to re-create and play back an event as many
limes as needed in order to understand how the individual performed in tha. situation and then ',ohs more effective ways of behaving
in similar sit uations.

MANPOWER SCIENCE SERVICES, INC.
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Social Skill Seminars

Drawing heavily upon Woolman's postulate of
cultural asynchrony and Dollard and Miller's con-
cept of tension reduction and reinforcement,
Northern Systems Company of Detroit developed
a series of Social Skill Seminar scripts designed
to create a learning dilemma for disadvantaged
job trainees. It is hypothesized that in order for
the individual to change response patterns, he
must be placed in a situation where his old
responses will not be reinforced. Thus, when
expected rewards are withdrawn or are not forth-
coming, new responses may occur and, if re-
warded, will be learned.

Trainee behavioral goals are emphasized in the
design of the Social Skills Series utilizing a
program and process lattice to depict goals and
activities as noted in Figure 1. The program lattice
is a structure of "rainee goals, objectives and sub-
objectives, while the process lattice reflects the
activities required in order to achieve specific
subgoals.

Each script, utilized by a group leader estab-
lishes the goal and the topics of the session:

1. An initial sociodrama portrays a trainee
within a specific situation striving for a
personal goal. Other individuals in ihe script
are "high status" people, e.g., personnel
man, foreman, etc.

2. In pursuit of the goal, the trainee behavior
is inappropriate for the given setting and
the behavior does not lead to goal attain-
ment.

3. The observer trainees visualize themselves
working for the same goal through the role
player trainee and vicariously experience his
lack of success end tension development.

4. Following the sociodrama, the group leader,
utilizing questions from the script, encour-
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ages the trainee group to react to the be-
havior of the role player trainee.

5. A final sociodrama is enacted which shows
the role player trainee using appropriate
behaviors discussed during the questioning
period in order to obtain the goal presented
in the initial script.

6. Theoretically the final script decreases the
disparity between inappropriate and appro--
priate behaviors and serves to reduce
tencims as group members vicariously
experience goal attainment.

Numerous behavioral postulates may be derived
from the assumed dynamics involved in the Social
Skills Seminars. Behaviors that enable one to
achieve personally desired goals are more rapidly
learned. Behaviors that result in goal achievement
produce satisfaction and tend to be repeated. Ef-
forts that fail to achieve desired goals produce frus-
tration and having a goal without means to achieve
therm creates tensions. The manner in which an
individual behaves toward another directly in-
fluences the behavior of the other. The transfer
of behavior from one situation to another will
depend upon the similarity of the situations.

Here is a brief list of some topical examples of
the prepared sociodramas that help the job
trainee Way the "winning game."

Eliminate Prejudice from the Work Situation.
The Job Interview.
Know Your Hours of Work.
Know When to Ask a Co-Worker for Help.
How to Talic to your Boss about Adjusting Hours
of Work.
Drinking and Gambling on the Job.
Reporting to Work Late.

In conclusion, jobs are often lost due to the
inability of the worker to display the behaviors
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Figure 1. Program Lattice: Social Skills,

1 2
appropriate to the job situation and withstand the
psychological conditions that are associated with
the job. Role playing is considered to be an
effective technique by which disadvantaged train-
ees may L assisted in acquiring a behavioral
repertoire necessary to deal effectively with the
work environment. This approach is recommended
In that it provides for: statement of goals in
behavioral objectives which can be clearly under-
stood by both counselor and trainee; the steps
that are necessary to achieve the objectives are
clearly specified; the new behavior to be learned
can be practiced and rehearsed on the part of the
trainee; trainee confusion and ambiguity can be
minimized when the goals are clearly pointed out;
immediate feedback can be furnished to the
trainee regarding his performance; and trainee
progress can be readily evaluated when goals are
based upon performance and behavioral stand-
ards.
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in-service
activities

by Susan F. Kersch

IHE ROLE of the counselor is currently in a state
of flux. Our changing society and the current

scene that has evolved has caused one to reeval-
uate and reexamine the role of the counselor as a
functional and, indeed. an integral member of
today's society.

if the counselor is to respond to the new
demands of his profession, changes will need to
occur in counselor education programs as well as
in the professional development of practicing
counselors. All too often one's commitment to
professional development starts tc wane after one
finishes a degree program and/or after a few
years in the field, if the counselor is to be in the
foreground and be equipped to play a decisive
role in today's society he must have the necessary
background and "tools" with which to operate.

In-service training and professional develop-
ment assumes increased importance when we
look at the new demands being made on coun-
selors. Increased efforts in this realm are nec-
essary, if not imperative, if counselors are to get
involved, take a stand, and work to facilitate
change. This is an important consideration for
counselor educaturs and counselor trainees but
most specially for practitioners those on the
"firing line." The need is not only for new skills
and techniques but also for an awareness of
what's happening ana an improvement in inter-
personal relations.

Counselors should be encouraged and sup-
ported to attend workshops, conferences, and
classes as a means of stimulating professional
development and Increasing the utilization and
investigation of new procedures and programs.

In-service activities need to be made available
to counselors to encourage professional develop-
ment by keeping them aware of what is going on
in the field as well as encouraging increased
involvement and participation. Several recent
documents in the area of in-service activities are
worthy of note.
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The first, Pre-Service and In-Service Preparation
of School Counselors for Educational Guidance, is
a monograph which focuses on one specific
aspect of guidance. The purpose of this mono-
graph is to provide some impetus for enhanced
pre-service and in-service preparation of counsel-
ors for the educational guidance function. Al-
though this is only one of the concerns currently
facing counselors, some of the ideas discussed
are also relevant in ether dimensions of the
counselor's domain. Furthermore, pre-college and
non-collegiate post high school guidance and
counseling is too often viewed and performed
as a routine matching process flavored with
some "TLC." There are four sections in this mono-
graph. The first part presents the findings of a
four state survey of the opinions of 1,174 school
counselors about preparation for the educational
guidance function. The findings appear to present
a clear mandate for more appropriate training
for educational guidance. Part II suggests appro-
priate contests and processes for implementing
more effective training in educational guidance
and counseling. The objectives of pre-service and
in-service programs are discussed along with
behavioral correlatives defined by counselor
competencies. Guidance strategies appropriate
to identified guidance program need to be
analyzed. The general principle for creating an
effective teaching-learning environment also apply
to in-service education programs. Four important
principles, which need be considered prior to the
start of an in-service program, are given: (1) the
staff and community should be involved in
planning, conducting, and evaluating in-service
education programs aimed at improving guidance
and counseling services to youth who are in the
process of considering college as an educational
alternative; (2) in-service education is the joint
responsibility of all levels of professionals con-
cerned with enhancing the guidance and counsel-
ing services to youth who are considering college;
(3) openness to change should be assessed prior
to attempting an in-service education program;
and (4) the individual professional counselor is
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ultimately responsible for his own continued
growth and development. (Points 1 and 2 refer to
pre-college counseling but are also applicable
to non-collegiate counseling.) With these guide-
lines in mind, suggestions for in-service projects
are given: (1) use of professional and private
organizations as resources; (2) mobile supervisory
units; (3) video seminars; and (4) conference
theme coordination. The third part of this mono-
graph describes various types of post high school
non-collegiate educational opportunities and Part
IV provides an annotated bibliography of materials
useful in educational guidance and counseling.

0
A second document of import in the area of

in-service programs is by Dwight Carroll Rhyme
and is titled, Attitude Set, Group Learning, and
Attitude Change. It is the report of research con-
ducted in a special training institute on problems
of school desegregation held at the North Caro-
lina Ai 'ancement School in Winston-Salem. This
project was undertaken to determine the degree
of attitude change related to group learning
method, social attitude set, and characteristics
of race, sex, and age among 72 teachers and
counselors participating in an adult education
program. The program provided an intensive
educational experience which attempted, during
an eight week period, to change cognitive and
affective components of attitudes of prejudice
among the participants. The study was concerned
with the rational-irrational, social distance, and
sympathetic identification dire :nsions of preju-
dice. Evidence is presented that supports a fun-
darnental postulate of the study that attitude
change is related positively to participation In an
intensive adult education experience. Attitudes
of the subjects changed In the predicted direction
as related to participation in the institute of all
dimensions of prejudice included in the study.
The findings of this research support and
strengthen the postulate as a basis for future
research. The findings should also stimulate
increased efforts to alter both attitudes and cog-

1?

nitive structures of individuals in relation to
minority groups. Psychological factors, social
environrrntal and educational backgrounds are
related to one's value orientation and a considera-
tion of these factors will help the adult or in-
service educator to effect attitude change. Atti-
tude change has great importance in today's
society as traditional values are reexamined and
new demands are made by previously quiet
minority groups. The fiber of our society is
change; with the change comes a need for new
actions, commitments, and orientations if coun-
selors are truly to be helping persons. They must
be aware of their own feelings and attitudes as
well as those of their clients. Workshops that
focus on change may be one way to help counsel-
ors evolve a more humanistic society.

0
A third notable document is Continuing Educa-

tion for Rehabilitation Counselors: A Review and
Context for Practice and Research by Leonard A
Miller, D. Esco Obermann, and others. This report
deals with the continuing education of rehabilita-
tion counselors throughout their employment.
This type of a program requires information or,:
(1) the structure and patterning of tasks in the
work milieu; (2) administrative practices and
attitudes; and (3) counselor characteristics that
specifically influence what effect continuing edu-
cational experiences of both the during-employ-
ment and through-employment variety have on
desired outcomes. Research on instructional
media has demonstrated that any format for
training can be effective if designed according
to what is known about teaching-learning linkage.
Audiovisual hardware, macro forms of learning,
laboratory experiences, and curriculum level

structure are considered. Relating continuing
educational outcomes to job performance criteria
for the rehabilitation counselor is complicated in
many ways, including the relative independence
among intermediate criteria of counselor perform-
ance. Various past and present stueles in con-
tinuing education for rehabilitation counselors
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are included at the end of this report. The report
eiso includes a listing of the factors to consider
in setting up a continuing education program and
recommendations for implementing the suggested
activities. Although some are of interest only to
the rehabilitation counselor, many of them easily
cross over professional boundaries (e,g., [li a
continuing educational program should meet the
counselor's need for practical, concrete training;
and [21 the counselor should see that continuing
education is a valuable, necessary part of his
work experience).

In-service or continuing education is critical to
increased counselor competence. Whether it be
in the Corm of information giving, technique
oriantation, or self searching, it is something
which will continue to gain in import and stature
as counselors find themselves in the position of
dealing with extremely varied situatirns and indi-
viduals. Changing pressures will require changing
strategies, views, procedures and expectations. A
counselor's education cannot stop when he re-
ceives a degree. He must be ever aware of what's
happening and his role in it whether it be a
change in college admissions criteria or new
rulings regarding civil liberties or privileged com-
munication. Counselors must interact with and be
aware of what their colleagues are doing. Con-
ferences and workshop reports must be made
widely available, regional and local workshops and
conferences must be held and professional lit-
erature must be read. In this way the counselor
will continue to grow and operate at a peak level
in our dynamic, ever-changing society. The key
is in-service activities; participation is essential;
the stakes are high.
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...Words are but the signs of
ideas," said Samuel Johnson. When
the words are published, ideas pro-

" gress, to action. One Instrument of
action, 'Which has come to, our'at-
tention at ERIC/CAPS, is i
inghouse-newsletter-collective called

le Vocations for Social Change (VSC).
14

By their definition, VSC is ,?

a decentralized clearinghouse for
persons struggling with one basic
question: How can people earn a
!wing in America in 1971 and en-
sure that their social impact is
going to effect basic humanistic
change in our social, political, and
economic institutions? Nobody has
any "real answers" to this ques-

i,..0 flan, but many ideas are being
developed out of people's experl-
ences. VSC helps make these Ideas
edilable to the general public so
that each person's individual
searcn can be enriched.

VSC began its formal existence in
1967 when a group of people in the
South and Appalachia, who were
working in the civil rights movement
and other social action projects,
formed a corporation to encourage
full time work in social change. Part
of their intent was to publish a news-
letter, and provide an exchange of
skills among those working for

:chsnge full time and those wishing
:Win March 6f 1968, several of these

'Who felt `a need for a more
I scope, set out for California,

1etablishing new contacts along the
way. An office for VSC was begun,
and along with it, the newsletter.

The bimonthly publication, now a
Journal, Is an outlet of the informa-
tion that has come to the attention
of Vocations for Social Change
throtigh an informal, though exten-
sive, network of contacts and car-
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respondence. It includes ii "s vari-
ous sections; descriptions of job
openings with groups working .for
social change from a wide variety
of viewpoints; proposals for new
projects that need help getting start-
ed; new ideas that can be developed
and adapted in one or many loca-
tions; descriptions of places where
social action learning takes place
in educational settings; articles on
topics that relate to social change;
and the names of resource groups
and Individuals.

O..,..,7.4.; .. .

The core of Vocations for Social
Change is a group of about eight
lofted more, sometimes less) young

'pen* In Canyon California. Two of
them,. Bob and Cisco, visited ERIC/ *,
CAPS during a recent trip to Michi-
gan and surrounding states.

During their visit to ERIC/CAPS,t
p it became apparent that VSC sees

the counselor as an ally. Cisco put
this way, ..-4;itiAWV.,...to,,,,,,,itty.46.**4
What Qte trying to dO is bring

) the Movement down out of the r.;,,

, clouds and show people that It is..........__

VOCATIONS
FOR

OCTAL CHANCE
a very organic, very personal move-
ment. There are some real positive
things going on in every major
city that we go to It's just a matter
of knowing how to go about finding
them. The kind of thing that we're
trying to get across to guidance
counselors is that they have in
their offices a tremendous amount
of information about traditional
careers in the society"be a com-
puter programmer, be a cook, be
a doctor, or a dentist" Yet I don't

Bob continued, "I think that coun-
selors should expand the amount of
(vocational) information that stu-
dents have available, and should
encourage them to think critically
about the things they're interested
in and their relationship to oppres-
sive social institutions."

In their leaflet, "Vocations for
Social Changea different kind of
counseling," they state, "The coun-
selor must find ways of communi-

think that too many of the young eating this movement to students
people coming into their offices so that they can make decisions
today are really interested in that based on a full spectrum of voca-
Information. In fact, If those young

bona! possibilities." Here are some

people who come into the coup- of thbir suggestions (again, from the

actor's office and are interested leaflet):z.
in thole traditional occupations j. Invite speakers from a wide
really knew what the role of the variety of social change Pro.
p mmer or cook, or doctor jects to talk about their work.

2. Show films about people work-
ing for basic social change.
Have literature on hand which
describes ways people are
changing society and them-
selves, especially bulletins and
newsletters from organiza-
tions.
Search out possibilities in your
local area for summer and full
time change workencourage
and help students to do the
Same.

Further information about Vocations for
Social Chang* and subscriptions to the
n owslottortnsoprino are available by
writing to

.Canyon, California
Vocations for Social Chong*

Nlli
If you would no to sot the stagatino,
sin& moles are free. They run onbraly
OA donations. Uwe is on institution rats

I of S11 for tone rm. z4.747,7,,"?'r

really Is In the sonlety, they would
be much more hesitant to take
that role on for themselves. It's 3
not that these careers are bad,
It's just the social context in
which they are placed. Many
movement people are working as
programmers, cooks, or doctors.

Cisco and lob visit with IIIIIC/CaPS sta.
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In a previous "Print Out we discussed a new sense of priorities
that are being adopted by the FCC system and the CAPS program.
V:a have now completed our Washington review at which time we
presented to the Office of Education and the Central kftiC staff what
we see as appropriate priorities for our Center for the coming
contractual year, and how We intend to Morainal, those priorities.
The session was a very interesting and interactive one. in offend
ante were the top hierarchy of Central ERIC plus important members
of the counseling community, s.,ch as Dr. Willis E. Dugan, Executive
Director of the American Personnel and Guidance Association, and
Dr. Donald Twiford, Stem Spec tariff for. Guidance and Student
Services in the Office of Education. A major task for us was 'a be
able to continue our major programmatic emphases under the diffi-
culties imposed by a reduced budget during o time of rising costs.
I would like to briefly summarize the major outcomes of our meet-
ing, which may be of interest to our readers.

First, it was personally and professionally gratifying to see the
strong support that our Center and its program received kale the
counseling community. Drs. Dugan and Twiford were particularly
generous in their communication of the Important role that ERIC
Is playing for counselors. We were also pleased to receive high
marks from the ERIC staff for the efficiency and management of our
Clearinghouse. it tu.s clear that they regard the CAPS Clearing.
Lure os responsive to both Central MC criteria and the needs
and Interests of counselors.

The second outcome floss Womb,' than the first, but Pantheon
Imporiantl was a fuller understanding of the atmosphere in Wash-
ington today rotative to the status of guidance and counseling. it
Is apparent that, as a specific category or program, counseling and
guidance Is not seen as high within the Office of Education priority
structure. Interestingly enough, many of the activities and .nany of
the areas In which counselors ore now involved are high priority
areas. There fs not enough association of linkage made between
counselor involvement in such areas as counseling with the terk`urally
distinct or youth alienation and drug abuse. It was deer from our
Interaction that counseling can be more readily sold through a
specific problem need approach, rather than a generic role approach.
My feeling is that if counseling is to receive brooder support, It will
be because it Is seen as relevant and helpful In specific critical
problem areas, counseling Is not seer os a tool to bring about
improvements in school and community situations.

The third outcome Shot was rnecrengle to us, was a brood lose
of support for the proposed CAPS program for the forthcoming
year. In a previous "Print 04' we spoke in general farm regard-
ing the plans for the next year. Now It seems appropriate to re-
view, in mote specific terms, our plans for the forthcoming year.
Our plan is to develop on Information system for counselors that
builds upon and ',Wises existing communicative resources and me.
phesfres those needs that are now being met. As we see A, this
program needs three particular emphases.

Pint, we ore underteking publication program that will be more
vertically organised then it hos been In the pert OVr intention it
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to develop a series of publications that will speak to the specific
needs of our audience in a variety of settings, and will, in com
binotion with other professional publications, help to fill many of
the present informational gaps. Our approoch calls for eight spe
tiro types of publications.

One will be an ERIC/CAPS newsletter, which will be mailed free
to all interested people. We expect this to be a short. factual, and
communicative news sheet that announces developments within this
ERIC/CAPS Center and dis.usses other available resources.

Second, the present CAPS CAPSULE will more in She direction of
a full bulletin journal with attention given to substantive issues and
with a focus on available materials and resources for the specific
needs and concerns of counselors. In contrast with the present CAPS
CAPSULE, o nominal charge will be mode so that it will be possible
to increase the substance coverage.

Third, we will continuo our analysis and review papers (Personnel
Services Reviews). There will be additional series, such as the one
on orientation, and single moo that vii zero in on specific topics
of concern. As you recall, this gar's); is concerned with integrating
a large body of knowledge on a particular topic and presenting it
in a succinct way so that an individual, in relatively short time,
can c :ftuorn1 himself with the major findings in o given kna.vledge
area.

Fourth, we intend to develop a program of selective dissemination
',vestiges for counselors. These will focus on informing counselors
of new developments and innorotions. The usesheas will preset.t
in quickly usable form, practice and programmatic information (hot
counselors con read and adopt readily for their own personal .ind
program use. The enc.:heels will appear several times during the
year and will be available at a nominal cost.

A fifth point in our program will be the continuation of the Inte
grated Personnel Services index 10511, but with a new emphasis.
Future issues of (PSI, beginning in the fall, will include an informa-
tion analysis section that wilt deaf with the major developments
during the previous six-month time period. We will identify the
trends, significant document:, and exemplary programs, and discuss
the general implications of materials made available during the time
period. 'PSI will be, not only o useful search tool, cis it has been
in the past, but a major scorn, of updating on significant develop.
ments and trends within the field.

A sixth and new emphasis within our publications program will
be the development n1 on annual of guldoett and counseling de-
velopments. This annual, hopefully conducted in conjunction with
writers and researchers within and outside of the Center, will focus
on o discussion in depth of new developments and a consideration
of adoption strategies for the most promising and useful innovations
in counseling and student services. This annual will be concerned
with presentations of Innovations and resources that lend themselves
PO adoption and use by counselors in a variety of positions; rather
than describing the "state of the art" in review, it will be a useful
resource guide. We hope the new annual will enable a counsvrior
to be TWO effective in utilising resources in response too wide
variety of problems.

The seventh focus will be the continuation of the CAPS practice
of preparing publications a: o result of conferences and workshops
In which CAPS staff participate. howlingly, CAPS le being called
upon to participate In significant total, state, and national programs
where we ore asked to provide Input regarding a specific Imo or
topic. During the past year, for example. CAPS prepared a special
program on youth for the Kentucky Personnel and Guidance Asso-
ciation. In the future we will expand the development of ovbfka-
lions that grow out of these specially locoed workshops, so that the
knowledge generated in the workshops will be °roach,. tu anyone.

The Anal emphasis In the total CAPS program will be on Inclosed
effort on the port of CAPS to work cooperatively and celabonstinely
with professional associations and regional groups in the more
effective use of knowledge to Improve programs and practices. For
the coming year we look to increased and highly profitable ossee
lion with the American Per i and Guidance Association and
other notional, regional, slate, and local groups. It it our earnest
hope Not through a pointed focus on our priorities, plus effective
linkage ert h existing polessione ns,ociallens and groups, CAPS
will be able to become a little door to each counselor, and function
os a more 'lob!, and useful resource for counselors and educators
throughout the country.

Pour suggestions, letters, and idoos have always been much op-
predated. As yaw review our CAPS program for the pa I year and
think about future pettibil,ties, we would welcome your ideas end
suggestion: as to what has been proposed and what you see as
desirable to develop.

2 0



HEAVY ROLE OF

STUDENT PERSONNEL SERVICES

One of the basic differences in the stated
goals of the commuirity college mid other
posthigh school institution is the Alio.
sophicat view of strdesst 'emeriti services
aid their resposisibility to the students. The
commusity colleges, tome 20dd years ago,
indicated that they had a personal 1st eeeee
I. providing e service that would aid their
strident, is Wier a program consistent
with their p interests, aptitude:, and
needs and further provide the linkage be.
revue their institetioes and other local
ogeacies. This role ler eeeee d is sire, scope,
and momentum.

Jane Mason to a resew article indicated
some of the emerging practises. Ben K.
Gold fe another article descriies a stades:
esti:taste program. le the epsomite, decade
there will be unlimited @Spriest:les to gel
the stalest pose:mei Job dose by wilt:
some Mid of a kit.

The levelopmest of the carries:1m he the
comrnasity college has expelled at least
threefold is the last decale. Tease:on
has bee. responsible for most of it. How.
ever, is adlitioa, there has bees placed ta
the community college the responsibility for
providing ascetics to as (sc eeeee d somber
of all ego persons previously defiled Mica-
lion at Me posr.hlgh school level. Old
learning methods won't work. lodivilsal
care and feedlot is swaslatory.

Some excitieg statement: i. the com
mushy colleges today are: so more assails-
factory grades, earahmeat possible each day
of the year, all courses torsi for credit
(i.e., so credit distioctiee beeves vete-
Hemel mil academic eoureetgreat!). What
does it was? As es:polled role all to.
sponsibility for she slam bersossel work.
tr. Mow caw is 24 dose? Oslo with special
tools i call is 'sarrival kit." With the
hoc eeeee d east of Murano., decreasteg solas
bee of worn., hears for staff, all the ex
Holed role of the SPA', Oaf.
silt help for the POO 114110111111 weer if
maadatery.

SURVIVAL KIT INGREDIENTS

Counselor Ails fell areas)
Group C oesseline
Stalest Admiaist
Stalest Government

ON COMMUNITY
COLLEGES

by Ralph W. Bonfield

Negotiating Teams (Le. counselors,
students)

Ombudsman (jeer selection)
Stroll Clerical Staff (no.)

A resent survey by our Center indicates
that there are may Write:toes doter the
job by outside support.

Lees all get some ideas submitted to the
ERIC/CAPS Clearinghouse for dissentious.
;it. to other isistitutioes.

DID YOU KNOW ...
For the second year, Weyer Comity (Mi.
chips) Commotion,' College will operate in
lotlysix renters. As intermits: solethe
average Ole to the stalest body ei over
14,000 is 25Ples.

Caleudars are cheeriest Some schools have
a /0100114011f schedule, others have air-
teeithreethirteew.three schedules. The
challenge is to work out a time patters
that fits the aced. of the students.

4 mobile cuter proves to be ore successful
way f..0 assist potential comes:nit, college
student, is deciliter en post kith school
pleas. For the past three years Washtteew
Community College In Aso Arbor,
fax has equipped a walkin delivery track
for visits at various comity funetioss luring
the school year to provide information eel
corsage:kr to prospective stands. (If yiss
would like farther it// @relation, write to Mr.
Robert Mr Nally, Wasktesew Commasity
College, An Arbor, Michigas.)
Northwesters Michigan College Is Traverse
City is the wily 'welter college la the
world with a Maritime Academy. Tke
academy has its own tralalag vessels; It is
clues instrvice trainisg sal, in a period of
LI months, provides all ilditiiO4 with Mg
associate iegree sal a licesse se au dicer
all the Clef: Wes. obeli am
Programs is a respossibillty of stalest ter.

1. There are hundreds other reipae
opportuities.
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Plan for SUMMER WORKSHOPS -

The Natives, Association' of Foreign' Sta.
dent Affairs is cooperating with North-
westers Michigan College, Traverse City,
Mlchigaa, to p a regional workshop
cm "The Foreign Stratus I. the Community
College." The workshop is being held is
response to the need by starlet 'ceramic(
as community college eurollments oaths.
wide, show a rapid increase III foriire sta
dents. levitation: to the workshop are beer
extended to all community colleges IN
Michigan, tedious, Kespircky, Ohio, Meals,
cad Wiseoisin. The exert dates of the
workshop have act bete decided; however,
it will be one of the following three periods:
luxe 1149, July 5.6, or July 12.13, MI.

The workshop &MO? is Dr. Lone?*
Kerr, Dees of Stedeuts, Northwesters
Michigan College, Traverse City, Maio,.
The confereace will be held ors the campus,
aid harrier facilities are available.

The ERICICAPS Cuter and the Amer-
ica. School Counselors Amara'', (ASCA)
have Aimed a twoday workshop for MU-
west coesmerfty college counselors ex
"I.' Developmeats for Community Col-
lege Use."

The Conference will be held in Kearns.
too, Michijas at the ketetweee. Valley
Community College. Co-Directors are Joke
Webber, Director of Coupling at School-
craft College and Vice Presides: of ASCA
for postBigh school lots, sal myself
for ERICICAPS. Local arairgemeato ere
beteg made by Bruce Kocher, Dees of Stn.
deals, Kalanwoo Valley Community Col-
lege.

The dates for We cosfertsce are she
Is the pleewing stages. It will be either
May II rid It, MI, or May 21 mad 25,1171.

The format will include utilisation of
ERIC eeeeee cis with a "take home" colieept.
For further infor*etion, cell or write to
./oho Webber, Schoolereft Colieo, Llooefe,
Michigoe.
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ERIC/CAPS announces

A Spring planning package

for orientation directors

A review of model programs with impli-
cations for use in a variety of situations.

New PSR Series Available
As part of our continuing process

of making information available in
forms that are user-orie tted, WC/
CAPS has just published o new paper
entitled, ''New Practices in Student
Orientation.- The paper was written
by CAPS staff member, Thomas A.
Butts, who is also Director of Orienta-
tion for the University of Michigan.

The paper is the result of o search
of ERIC materials, and a lirect solici-
tation of new programs f.om around
the country. It deals in fv e phases of
orientation work in colleges and uni-
versities, including mino-ity admis-
sions and tronsfer orien otion. See
list below.)

As part of our populcr Personnel
Services Review series of information
analysis papers, it contr butes to a
series of concentration on emerging
oreos of interest to coulse/ors and
personnel workers in all settings and

all levels.

The paper deals with the following
areos:

Innovations In Freshman

OrIentotlon

20 s f":7714 CAPO,-IN W,fy.er 1971

Orlen:attcn and the Culturally
Distinct

OrientatIcn in the Community
College

Transfer Orientation and the

Four -Year College

Parent Or entation Programs in

Higher Education

Copies of this review paper may
be obtained by writing to ERIC/CAPS.
(Use the orc'er form inside the back
cover of CAPS CAPSULE.) There is a
charge of $1.00.

v Cr 9 9 O atit ) 444 O-O Ole:: +444444

SPECIAL NOTICE

Effective immediately, there ill
be a charge of N cents per copy on
orders reqc eating multiple copies
of CAPS CAPSULE. Single copies
continue to be available without
charge.

St 4 00000 O *O. O Of* -1}.4-* 00
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New IPSI
Available

As we begin the third successful
year of publication of the tntegrated
Personnel Services Index, we are
pleased by the number of people who
are ordering back issues of this publi-
cation in order to have o complete
file. Our supply of Volume One,
which indexes materials made avoil-
able from January through December
1968, is depleted and there are only
a few copies available. We enraur-
age you to order at once if you wish
to complete your file.

IPSI is a comprehensive listing of
materials that are of interest to both
researchers and practitioners in the
counseling and personnel services
fields. Each entry is abstracted, and
subject and author indexes are pro-
vided.

Volume 3, Number 1 (covering ma
terials made available from January
through June, 1970) is now available.
Same format changes hove been

mode in this issue (notably o reduc-
tion in the type size), and we encour-
age your response to these changes.

To order, either Volume 3, Volume
2, or Volume 1, please refer to the
form inside the back cover.

GPO 11-11-4



CENTRAL ERIC
PU BLICATIONS

TwG new publications ore cvoilable that provide
siPrttstop, index of all ERIC documents from

ler 4tm- of Indexing in 1 966 through the end
litclucfe a comPlete'sublect index and
h

irme fallen 1966-190.
it firtrititIOn Corporation, I

York, N.Y. 10022.

through

Cliffs,

6 tii6
o)or Descriptors, and Minor Descriptors

te Irocie4. This provides a separate co-
git,ltifor selecthre'Searches or exhaustive references.

.The' 3rentiCe-Ha;) publication combines major and
, Minor descriptors in the subject index. In addition,
I it Includes on index bf clearinghouse, and o nu-

merical title list.

Either one of these volumes, used in combination
4,p614ial or total ERIC microfiche collection, can

-.426 extremely, valuable search mechanism.
Om indexes OIM6st 25,000 ERIC reports

00,1, 001 t6 ED 031 604). 1-): -
*

his OW COE.Seini-jkrnUal cuninalatien (January-June 1

-AtilA
.07 °, ?N. (see Ackiress

y;f:,
titi Tfifiktxttr

New Center on Economic Education
The M. H. Russell Center for Economic Education at

Henderson State College in Arkansas has been designated
by the Committee of Affiliated Council and Center Direc-
tors of the Joint Council on Economic Education as the
national economic education center with responsibPity for
leadership in world-ofwork economic education programs.

During the past two years, under the directorship of
Phillip E. Powell, the Center has been involved in imple-
menting Manpower and Economic Education WEE), an
uccurvitional orientation program prepared fnr junior high
students.

The Center maintains a library, which makes available
loan copies of curriculum and other materials related to
occupational orientatior., economics, and the development
of human resources. Eight 20-minute videotapes (from the
MEE educational television series} may be borrowed from
the Center for previewing.

For information, write to Dr. Powell in care of toe Center
at Henderson State College, Arkadelphia, Arkansas 71923.
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RICH

in
counseling

and
personnel

work

a
Directory

of
people

RICH

RICH

who will
consult

and
share

materials

RICH

in
research
and in
practice

indexed

geographical
area and

subject interest

ORDER YOUR COPY TODAY

(See form inside back cover)

COST $2.00
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12LIELjrCENTER ACTIVITIES

Workshop on Future Presented at Western ACES
The ERIC /CAPS staff presented a one-day workshop for the annual confer-
ence of the Western Association for Counselor Education and Supervision
(ACES) on November 24, 1970, in San Diego. Garry Wa lz began the work-
shop by summarizing some of the initial findings from the ACES study on
the adoption of innovations and pointing out some of the directions coun-
selur educators could take to develop better programs for the future. He
warned those in attendance of the dangers of negative forecasting and re-
minded the group of the -ounselor educators who in 1957 claimed the
counseling practicum wou,,, never be a reality.

Following the presentation by Dr. Wa lz, the CAPS staff presented some
images of the future developed from ERIC materials, futuristic journals,
and from a number of books that attempt to describe the future (Michael's
The Unprepared Society and The Next Generation, Tof!er's Future Shock,
and Slater's The Pursuit of Loneliness). This material was condensed into
21 generalizations about the future to which our staff felt counselor-educa-
tors should react. These generalizations were then separated into five gen-
eral areas and discussed by a panel of ERIC/CAPS staff members (Dr.
Wa lz, Ralph Banfield, Tom Butts, and Marlene Pringle).

Area One was concerned with developing a picture of the 'dnd of person
who can function in the futureThat person will be richer, better educated,
live longer, live much faster, be able to make and break relationships with
more ease, have a new and perhaps more flexible set of values, and be riet
more mobile than the man of the present. The CAPS staff was particularly
concerned with what the increased mobility and need for flexibility and
rapid decision making in people of the future would mean for our present
education system. What kind of a system can accommodate the needs of
future man?

Area Two was primarily concerned with society's reactions to rapid change,
increasing interdependence of all segments of society, and a growing fear
of losing destiny control. Rea..tions ranged from simple denial ("nothing
has really changed") to passivity, hostility, anti-intellectualism, and other
generally negative reactions to the idea of living in a highly technological
society. We were particularly concerned with the roles counselors might
assume in helping the present or past oriented person live in a world where
"the future is now."
Area Three was closely related to Two; it was concerned with the decreas-
ing importance of space differences between people and the increasing
importance of time differences caused by rapid change. In essence, we
were suggesting that the "generation gap" is real and that differences in
age as small as three cr four years can be important.

Area Four was concerned with the changing values in our society. Attitudes
toward money, work, and leisure, for example, are rapidly changing. Money
is more taken for granted and less of a motivator than has previously been
the case. There is less and less acceptance of dull and unpleasant work
and more demand for self-actualization in one's job. More people expect
more from life now than at any time in the past. We maintain that such
high expectations are not unhealthy or unreasonable if oi:r society can
begin to plan now.
Futuristic planning was our fifth and perhaps most important area. So far,
society has tended to be reactive rather than proactive in its approach to
problems. It is now possible for man to choose the kind of future he wishes
to create, yet he seems unable to plan for that future. Perhaps he avoids
planning becauae our society does not encourage the kinds of cooperation
and acceptance of interdependence necessary for such decision making.
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It was suggested in the presentation
that it is our fear of the future; our
lack of commitment to people,
places, and values; as well as our
methods which keeps us from plan-
ning. The ERIC/CAPS staff further
suggested that counselors might ad-
dress themselves to the problem of
making futuristic thinking and plan-
ning part of the educational and
democatic process even though the
average educator, voter, or politi-
cian presently refuses to think or
plan futuristically.

Following the ERIC /CAPS panel, the
workshop participants were asked
to react to the 21 generalizations;
these reactions took the form of
suggesting appropriate counseling
behavior for counselors and for
counselor educators. Those descrip-
tions of appropriate counseling be-
havior and of the role of the counse-
lor educator were then combined 'uy
a panel of participants (i.lartin Gor-
stein, Lynn Haun, Doug Gross, Jim
Saum, and Curly Johnson) into a
a partially integrated model of coun-
seling in the future. These images
were then discussed by the audi-
ence and by CAPS staff members.
The role of change agent was ques-
tioned; what form might this role
take in order to respond to con-
sumer needs rather than to the
status needs of the professional?
Also, if the counselor of the future
were to perfoem some of the func-
tions identified in the model, what
kind of a support system would he
need? What might be the role of
government or of a professional or-
ganization in providing this sup-
port?

There was little agreement among
participants (which, by the way, in-
cluded both students and counselor
educators) as to what the priorities
of the future should be or how goals
could best be accomplished. There
was not, however, any lack of en-
thusiasm among the Californians as
they debated the many possible
alternatives.



Mark Your Calendar for These APGA Events
April 2 and 3 -
Research Training Session
Members of the ERIC/CAPS staff
are pleased to be able to present
again this year a Research Training
Workshop in conjunction with the
1971 APGA Convention. The work-
shop will be held on Friday and Sat-
urday, April 2 and 3, 1971 in Atlantic
City.

The workshop, Utilizing Research to
Improve Counseling Programs, will
deal with the translation of counsel-
ing and guidance concerns into
terms which can be studied through
research findings to improve coun-
seling practices. Participants will
be taught how to use the ERIC na-
tional information system, and how
to develop designs for the operation
of local micro-information systems
to facilitate effective research and
program decision making.

Special emphasis this year will be
on utilizing research to meet the
needs of youth, women, and the dis-
advantagedpopulations which are
essentially making the same de-
mands for more opportunity to con-
trol one's own life, more influence
on society, and more support for
individual self-development.

April 3 -
Ancillary Workshop
This year, for the third year in a row,
the ERIC/CAPS staff has scheduled
an ancillary event in conjunction
with the American Personnel and
Guidance Association convention,
which will be held this year in At-
lantic City, New Jersey.

The ERIC/CAPS event, Workshop on
New Developments in Guidance and
Personnel Sarvices, will be held on
Saturday, April 3, 1971, from 9 a.m.
until 4 o'clock p.m. It is open to all
APGA members.

As in the past, the workshop will
provide the oportunity to learn about
new developments, to Interact with
colleagues about shared concerns,
and to develop new program ideas.
The workshop will be held in the
Windsor Lounge of the Claridge Ho-
tel. If you are planning to attend,
please fill out the registration blank
on this page, and return it to ERIC/
CAPS. Registration Is requested, but
not mandatory.

April 6 -
The Counselor and
The Feminine Protest

An ERIC/CAPS proposal to present
a program on The Counselor and the
Feminine Protest has been accepted
by the program committee for pre-
sentation at the 1971 APGA Con-
vention. The purpose of this work-
shop is to examine the numerous
accusations that women's liberation
groups have aimed at counselors:
in essence, that counselors play a
significant role in the subjugation
of women.

The Counselor and the Feminine
Protest will be held from 12:30 to
3:30 p.m. on Tuesday, April 6, at the
Holiday Inn.

It is our goal to present a workshop
which will encourage participants to
review their own concepts of mascu-
linity and feminity, to present that
research which indicates bias in
counselors, and to have counselors
examine their own counseling be-
havior with a view of discovering
and abolishing any behaviors which
may in reality be unresponsive to
the emerging needs and desires of
the modern woman.

. . . and also on the program
These ERIC/CAPS staff members
will also be participating in pro-
grams at APGA:

Garry Walz will be a discussant In
the progran, Microcounseling and
Microcounseling-Counsultation Via
Video Tape, on Monday, April 5, from
9-10:15 a.m. (Location not available).

Garry Walz will be a presenter in
the program, National Assessment's

At APGA

Look for ERIC/CAPS

Booth 211
in the

oxhibit area.

See you in Atlantic City!

Career and Occupational Develop-
ment: Guidance or Vocational Edu-
cation? on Tuesday, April 6. from
2:15 - 3:30 p.m. in Room G of the
Convention Hall.

Thomas Butts is chairman of an
ACPA Commission II program, Ori-
entation: Goals, Purposes, and New
Directions, on Wednesday, April 7,
from 10:45 - 12 noon.
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REGISTRATION
ERIC/CAPS Ancillary Esent
1971 APGA Convention
9 a.m. 4 p.m., Saturday, April 3, 1971
Windsor Lounge, Claridge Hotel
Allan& City, New Jersey

NAME

ADDRESS

POSITION

Return to:
ERIC/CAPS
611 Church Street
Ann Arbor, Michigan
45104
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Ronald Havelock Studies ERIC/CAPS
As a part of its continuing interest
in the utilization of knowledge,
ERIC/CAPS is pleased !.o announce
the participation of Dr. Ronald G.
Havelock in the ERIC/CAPS pro -
'ram. Dr. Havelock is on a joint
appointment within the University
of Michigan, in the School of Edu-
cavion (with parttime attachment to
ERIC/CAPS) and in the Center for
Research in the Utilization of Scier
tific Knowledge (CRUSK). His par-
ticipation in ERIC/CAPS activities
is an extension of his recent experi-
ence and interest in the study of

information systems as a method of
knowledge utilization.

Since joining CRUSK, Dr. Havelock
has been responsible for sesieral
projects, including a major study
entitled, Planning for Innovation A
Comparative Study of the Literature
on the Dissemination and Utiliza-
tion of Scientific Knowledge, (ED
029 171, MF-$2.00, HC-$25.45, 507P.).
He is currently working on a mono-
graph which deals with training for
change agentry at all levels of edu-
cation.

CAPS Visitors
On October 16, 1970, ERIC/CAPS welcomed representatives of the Kindai Counselling
Center of Tokyo, Japan. Mr. ASO Yasumori, President of the counseling center led a
study tour through the United States. Those on the tour were industrial counseling
representatives from several of Japan's leading industrial firms to which the /Uncial
Center is a consultant.

National Center for Information
on Careers in Education
A new information center on careers in education recently began operation
in conjunction with the American Personnel and Guidance Association. It
is the result of a two-year contract awarded by the Bureau of Educational
Personnel Development, U. S. Office of Education. The National Center for
Information on Careers in Education is located at 1607 New Hampshire
Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.C.

The Center evaluates and collects existing educational career materials,
generates new materials, and serves as a research and central resource
center for individuals and Froups interested in careers in education or in
recruiting within an educational group.
The Center's library contains print and non-print materials for, use by stu-
dents, counselors, and all interested in seeking current information on
careers in education. The Center, however, does not act as a placement
office.
In the Cente-'s context, educational careers are defined to include func-
tions performed in a variety of settings in addition to the classroom. In-
cluded are occupations that can be effectively filled by individuals who do
not have, or do not need, the kind of academic credentials associated with
teachers or administrators. School cafeteria dieticians, educational tele-
vision technicians, and individuals who perform educational roles in busi-
ness and industry are representative of the many occupations included in
this general concept of educational careers.

21 MTV c imisus. WirVer 1071
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Dr. Havelock

Staff on the Move
On October 23, 1970, Gary Walz gave a
post-luncheon address to the Guidance
Section of the Central Ohio Teachers
Association in Columbus.

Also on October 23, Ralph Banfield made
a presentation on ERIC/CAPS to the
Guidance Section of the Northwest Divi-
sion of the Indiana State Teachers Asso-
ciation in Hammond.

On October 28, 1970, reverel members of
the CAPS staff (Garry Walz, Ralph Ban-
field, and Marlene Pringle) traveled to
Lexington, Kentucky, where Dr. Walz gave
the keynote address at the fall conference
of the Kentucky Personnel and Guidance
Association. The following morning, CAPS
staff members put on a two-hour workshop
and presentation of CAPS materials.

At the November 2 and 3, 1970, meeting of
the Michigan Personnel and Guidance
Association in Grand Rapids, ERIC/CAPS
had an exhibit booth. Several of our staff
were in attendance (Garry Walz, Ralph
Banfeld, Tom Butts, and Don Harrison)
and participated at various points in the
program.

On November 4, 1970, Susan Kersch and
Carol Jaslow of the CAPS staff presented
an all-day wo, -sop for the counselor's
interest sectior he Port Huron region
of the Michigan 1:ducatIon Association.
The workshop participants played the
Guidance Program Management Game (de-
veloped by Garry Walz and Susan Kersch),
which consists of school situations and
a series of programmatic options which
the player or players used to construct
a viable guidance program.

Ralph Banfield attended the First Annual
Michigan Community College Administra-
tors Association Conference on November
5 and 6, 1970, in Ann Arbor. The associa-
tion has been trganized to provide a ve-
hicle for the artir.ulation of professional
information for student personnel admin-
istrators of community /junior colleges in
Michigan.

Also on November 5 and 6, Garry Walt and
Don Harrison took port in two sections of
the 1970 Convention of the Wisconsin Per-
sonnel and Guidance Association In
Stevens Point. The theme for the ses-
sions war, ''Relevant Counselor Behavior
in Time of Crisis."
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ERIC COUNSELING AND PERSONNEL SERVICES
INFORMATICA CENTER
611 Church Street
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48104

ERIC COUNSELING AND PERSONNEL SERVICES

INFORMATION CENTER
611 Church Street
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48104

ERIC COUNSELING AND PERSONNEL SERVICES
INFORMATION CENTER
611 Church Street
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48104

ERIC DOCUMENT REPRODUCTION SERVICE
The National Cash Register Company
4936 Fairmont Avenue
Bethesda, Maryland 20014
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ERIC Document Reproduction Service
(EDRSI

ORDERING INSTRUCTIONS
To order any of the documents 'isted in CAPS CAPSULE

with on ED number, me following Mformation must be
furnished:

The ED number of the desired document

The type of reproduction desired - hard copy (HC) or
microfiche (MP)

The number of copies being ordered

Payments must accompany orders totaling less than $5.
Add handling charge of 50 cents for each order. Residents
of states which have soles fax laws must include payment
of the appropriate lax or include a fox exempt certificate.

FOREIGN ORDERS: A 25 percent service charge (calcu-
lated to the nearest cent) must accompany orders from
outside the United States, its ferrifor and possessions.

(See ordering form on the opposite page.)

Staff

Director Garry R. Walz

Associate Director Ralph W. Bonfield

Assistant Directors

Information Analysis Mrs. Marlene B. Pringle

Information Processing Mrs. Susan F. Kersch

Special Services Don K. Harrison

Stvdent Personnel Services Thomas A. Butts

Research Associate Ronald G. Havelock

Research Associate Mrs. Juliet V. Miller

Publications Coordinator Mrs. Judith W. Mattson

LRC Librarian Mrs. Mary F. Hurd

Computer information Specialist_ _Mary Jan. Kidder

Staff Writer Mrs. Carol K. Joslow

Admilshative Assistant Curlton G. Alexander

Input Process Associate Kathleen Hallisy

Secretaries Darlene Stoflet

Gail Thompson
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